On the origin of pattern and form in early Metazoans.
The 'Cambrian explosion', about 540 million years ago, may have occurred within 10 to 50 million years. Almost all of the modern phyla, a very restricted group and many groups that may represent extinct phyla, suddenly appear near that time in the fossil record. Numerous extensive periods of mass extinction since that time led to no new phyla. This is taken as an impetus to examine a possible source, beyond Darwinian adaptation, of the apparently restricted number of phyla. Such a postulated constraint or restriction beyond adaptation is proposed to be based on a mutation or mutations allowing single celled or colonial precursors to begin forming into epithelial sheets and gene activation patterns of a particular kind, those giving rise to the very earliest metazoans. The interaction of signaling pathways in pairs, with different pairs acting sequentially are proposed as key to this earliest patterning, such patterning being extensively elaborated over the last approximately 550 million years. Restrictions on the very large set of possible forms and patterns on which adaptation acts are discussed.